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About This Game

My name is Tony Dramp. I am a simple ranger who lives from paycheck to paycheck. One day, I found a book that changed my
life. I became president of Amerika! But that book turned out to be an ancient artifact and required payment for its services...

Darkness enveloped my house and the forest. Now I need to get to the White House to save the country... That's my story.

What do we have:
-Dialogues written by the hobo hired for bottle of vodka

- Unique possibility to die. Everywhere. Seriously, if you have started playing this game and are still alive you’d call FBI cause
they are likely to hire you

- A creepy democrat ghost will be chasing after you in the forest! Online weight loss!
- Once-in-a-lifetime chance to get lost in the forest (actually not - we have a radar)
- Three incredible quests for collecting three marvellous items (Oh Jesus, 10/10!)

- Graphics just like in Crysis!!! (Frankly speaking not - only in case you have a really strong imagination)
- Unity engine (AGAIN!)

- Best soundtrack by the most famous musicians!! (well, most famous among the freemusicarchive website stuff)
- Possibility to crap your pants in real life in the virtual WC

- The hour of wondering through the forest in darkness!!
- Bawdy humour by our stand-up comedian!

We have been developing this game at off-work (and free from feeding our tame bear, of course) time!
All persons in this game are fictional and any resemblence is a coincidence
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Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: AMD Athlon X64

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: ATI Radeon HD 5770

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: This game have x86 build only

English,Russian
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If you're looking for a good match 3 game, League of Mermaids has you covered. The game contains an incredible number of
match 3 boards, getting increasingly more difficult as you proceed in the story. What I really like here is that the boards are not
on a grid, instead they take several forms ranging from your basic "ball pit" to free floating boards in space that require strategic
dropping to solve them completely.

The story is forgettable, told by static images. A mermaid has lost treasures which means the world will be destroyed, so she has
to solve match 3 puzzles to get them back. Each stage contains 15 boards, and you return a treasure after every 5th board.

The match 3 puzzles can be solved relatively easily, even the difficult ones, but to get a 3 star rating on each board you do not
only need to solve it (1st star), but also solve it before the time limit (2nd star) and also match an additonal challenge for the 3rd
star. This is where the difficulty comes in, since it usually requires you to match three specific gems which are scattered across
the board before the rest of the board is solved.

This added complexity of trying to get all three stars is what makes the game fun and challenging, and keeps me returning to it.
I've already spent multiple hours trying to perfect the boards, and will probably sink in a lot more in this fun game.

If you're still not sure what this game is like, think of a cross between Bubble Bobble, Peggle, and a basic match 3 game. Add
some relaxing music and cute graphics, and you have League of Mermaids.. I write this negative review with a heavy heart. So
much about this game was done amazingly. The docking was awesome. The graphics are pretty. It's weakness was a totally
devoid plot and story. This could become Independence War III with a solid expansion, but unfortunately is boring after about
30 minutes.. When this game was released I thought it seemed pretty fun, but I couldn't picture myself buying it, mostly because
of Ubisoft. But when I saw it is just 4 euros on the sales I just felt the urge to grab it. What I made out of it is simply that it is
purely 2.5 gb of pure fun. The game mechanics are addicting, the graphics and aesthetics are neat and the product is top notch.
In a few words, it is like agario but upgraded, the "big eats small" formula. The thing is Reflections is just a Ubisoft Studio, not
ubisoft itself, as it is carefully stated and for a good reason on the product page. The developers actually seem to take good care
of the game and they haven't inculded uplay as compulsory. So, all in all it is an amazing game that deserves way more
recognition. The drawbacks that could be proven to be hindrances to some though are the following: 1) First and foremost is the
low population and it is not the game's fault. The only way to get fixed is by getting more players in the game. 2) Peer to peer
connection, which is considered by many as a disadvantage. To be honest though, I didn't deal with any problem with the
connectivity, nor did I notice any latency issue, not to mention that the peer to peer connection ensures that you can always play
the game despite the population, which as was stated is pretty low. In case the game fails to make any substantial profit, the
dedicated servers would had to be shut down and you would had wasted your money. 3) The lack of leaderboards/ ranking
system/competitive scene/ variety of game modes, which is also to be expected since the population is numbered. Thus, it is
essential to mention that if you intend to play with your friends, you must set up a private match and play by yourselves.4) Kind
of bad optimization considering you cannot run it on stable 60 fps on max with a gtx 1060 gb, an i5 6500 and 16 gb of ddr4
ram, which is far more than the recommended strrings. All in all, all the problems line with the minimal playerbase. Even in the
game's relatively early state, its value outshines the rest, which can nonetheless be fixed if more people gather. So in conclusion,
is the game worth 4 euros? Definitely. Do I see potential in the game and willing developers. Yes, they already proved it by
releasing new maps already, and there is actually a progression system with cosmetics to back that up. Should I worry about the
restricted amount of players? Yes, since you simply cannot play alone, but if you actually buy it with 4 friends then you are set.
Also, the more people get the game, the better for the experience. All it takes is 6 players more or less to get the full experience
anyway. All of that said, if you can afford spending that relatively small amount comparing it with the prices of other games and
considering its quality, it is a surefire yes, undoubtely.. i cant tell you if its good or not its not even working. First week: Bam.
Simple, fun game play without much difficulty, but potential; I was liking it
Second week: Well♥♥♥♥♥♥ The introduction of purgatory isn't hard, rather just unplayable. Characters with blood/weapons
are meant to be sent to purgatory, but about half the time characters with blood or weapons give you faliure if you send them to
purgatory instead of hell. Telling who you are meant to send to hell and purgatory is freakin' impossible, the game very
cryptically explains it, and fails to really show you what you're looking for.
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It is defenatly a good platformer although it has some issues.

Pros:
 - I like the cluncy controls (curz it's a tomato, It should be cluncy)
 - Good platforming
 - thoughtout level design

Cons:
 - I'd like an option to manualy toggle the camera.
 - sometimes I fall off the platform and I have to reload the last checkpoint in the menu so I can contunue playing.
 - I hate the load when you die.
 - the cons you collect are useless as far as I know.. Whenever joining a friend, it kicks you out. I do not recommend. Awesome
game! Basically monopoly with countries lmao. I don't know what to say about the game, so I'm just going to tell you about my
day.

I got up, had some coffee. Before I realized it, it was 6pm. I had a couple of beer, some food, and waited for the
Mayweather/McGregor fight to start. I put some money on Conor because the odds were so good.

But you know, I lost. But no sense crying over spilt milk. If he had won, I would have made some serious cash off my bet, and I
would have had enough money buy all my friends and family this game. After doing that though, it's likely I wouldn't have many
friends or family left, unless they realized that I'm not well, and got me the psychiatric help that I need.

Sorry friends/family. If I do happen across any money I promise I won't buy anyone a copy of this game. Pity though, I think it
might be the best out of the three I have in my Steam library. But I digress... Forget all I've said and let's just carry on. No need
to get upset or angry. I didn't do it - I mean, I had thoughts of doing it, but I didn't, so that has to count for something.

I had a shower and a shave somewhere in there too. Okay. Have to quit now. My anxiety is starting to peak and I'm tired.

What game am I reviewing again?

I'll give it a thumbs up because someone out there will like this sort of thing. Oh, and the rockin' lava song just rocks.. I've seen
a lot of reviews talking about good controls. My only problem with this game, which was my very first game as a kid on the
genesis, is that you can't change most of the controls and some of them don't respond very well. You can only switch the three
attack controls around which show as A, B and X. In reality, the attack controls are Right, Left and Down on my keyboard.
Movement is WSDA. As far as control response, it seems that trying to go down, the S key, doesn't work a lot of the times if I'm
also trying to go right or left. I have to let go of either direction and then just go down. Somewhat annoying.. On a scale of 1-10
I give a "meh"... Its no Grimrock II, but its better than Coldfire Keep and other clones.

If you like dungeon crawlers... you ll have fun :). Novamarines:
"The existence of the Alien is a problem with but one solution: Extermination. When Mankind is alone in the cosmos, only then
will we have achieved our destiny."
\u2014 Lucretius Corvo, first Chapter Master of the Novamarines

Crimson Fists:
Chaplain: There is only the Emperor
Reply: He is our shield and protector

Angels Of Redemption:
Chapter Master:\tUnknown
Homeworld:\tUnknown
Fortress-Monastery:\tUnknown
Specialty:\tUnknown
Strength:\tUnknown
Battle Cry:\tUnknown
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Flesh Tearers:
"You foster discord, Seth. You thrive upon it!"
The Flesh Tearer smiled. "I stand corrected. You do understand my kind after all. You've cut to the heart of me."
\u2014 Chapter Master Gabriel Seth and Lord Commander Cervan Dante of the Blood Angels debate during the Conclave of
the Scions of Sanguinius. So much as I love this game, it really annoyed me when it got stuck and nothing could be done within
the game - though I could still use the game menu or return to the start page.
That happens when I exit the game and return to the point when the Joker and I have just got up from the tunnel and release the
horse.
Hope this will be solved. Or if there is a solution, please tell me. Thanks a lot!!. Comes with Red Shell spyware, that monitors
your browsing habits OUTSIDE THE GAME. Please do not support developers, that think selling your privacy to a third party
is a good business practice.. Very Good Game
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